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INTRODUCTION
INTRODUCTION

According to zero-day.cz, at least 82 0-day vulnerabilities have been found since 2021, compared to 38 in
2020, representing a dramatic increase.

In 2020, the global pandemic has accelerated the adoption of remote work. Continues incidents of

cybersecurity threats caused by high-growth and data-rich online business has brought signiﬁcant
challenges to cybersecurity prevention.

According to China Vulnerability Database(CNVD, see ﬁgure 1), a total of 20,704 vulnerabilities were recorded
in 2020, registering a year-on-year increase of 27.9%, and an annual average increase of 17.6% since 2016.

Among them, the number of high-risk vulnerabilities was 7,420 (35.8%), up 52.1% year on year; The number of
0-day vulnerabilities was 8902 (43.0%), up 56.0% year on year.
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Figure 1 Trend of Vulnerabilities by CNVD

By the end of June, 12,779 vulnerabilities are recorded(as shown in Figure 2), including 3,757 high-risk vulnerabilities(29.4%), and 7,019 0-day vulnerabilities(54.92%) with a year- on-year growth of 56.0%.
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Figure 2 Trend of vulnerabilities in 2021
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The most primary reason behind the rapid increase of 0-day vulnerabilities is that 0-day vulnerability exploit

can bypass current prevention in security systems, and eventually attack with an extremely high success rate
and great damages. Therefore, attackers usually would get some 0-day vulnerabilities in place for further
attacks once they locate targets.
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BACKGROUND
BACKGROUND

In a report by Watch Guard, number of 0-day vulnerabilities sees an dramatic increase in Q4 2020,
accounting for more than 61% among all malwares. Hackers favor 0-day vulnerabilities a lot-the

adoption and damage of 0-day vulnerability are way more signiﬁcant than other threat as we can
see in data. Usually, hacker ﬁnd and exploit a 0-day vulnerability before security researchers and

software developers could notice or release a patch. Uncertainties making 0-day vulnerability more
threatening are demonstrated as follow:

Hackers competes with each other to gain more proﬁts from vulnerabilities .

Other vulnerabilities in system could go public before a patch is ready,
bringing greater threats.
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Figure 3 . Signiﬁcant increment of vulnerabilities in recent 5 years

Data on CEV website by MITERE show, despite the ﬂuctuation of the growth of number of vulnera-

bilities, the overall trend is upward, particularly in recent 5 years. Given the trend of IoE, the extensive application of cloud-computing, big data, IoT, mobile Internet and AI and other platforms,
more attack surfaces are exposed and exploited by hackers.

图3 来源：
https://www.cvedetails.com/browse-by-date.php
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Worse still, confronting 0-day vulnerability, many enterprises and public institutes get in a dilemma

of no patches or no way to deploy patches because of their complex business. Hackers thus play
hell with it, causing irredeemable ﬁnancial and reputational loss.

Some typical examples of 0-day vulnerabilities, their working principles and impacts on victims are
shown in below:

Stuxnet

It is a worm spread through USB ﬂash disk discovered in 2010, perhaps the ﬁrst cyber weapon for real. It has

been conﬁrmed that Stuxnet was mainly used to attack Iranian uranium-enrichment facilities and led to

Tehran nuclear project delaying by 2 years. By exploiting 4 vulnerabilities in Windows at that time, it stealthily
infected and controlled the computers installed Siemens’monitoring and data collection systems, made

running centrifuges out of control by giving malicious commands to them, and gave“normal running”
feedback to management, ultimately causing misjudgment. According to statistics, Stuxnet attacks in Feb.
2011 infected and shut down at least 1/5 centrifuges in the uranium reﬁnery at Natanz Iran.

RSA

In 2011, hackers exploited an unpatched vulnerability in Adobe Flash Player to access to RSA(security
company)’s net work and steal their conﬁdential data. At tackers embedded a Flash ﬁle with 0 - day

vulnerabilities in an Excel sheet, attached it in email and sent to a group of employees in RSA. Once one of the
employees clicked the sheet, remote management tool would be installed for attackers to control infected
computers. As long as attackers had the access to internal network, they could search for conﬁdential

information, copy and transfer it to their outside ser vers. In RSA’s later announcement, conﬁdential

information including information of it SecurID 2FA product was stolen. This product was used to access
sensitive data and devices worldwide.

ZOOM

In 2020, a vulnerability was found in popular video meeting platform-Zoom. Computers without latest

Windows system could be remotely accessed by attackers. Once they had admin permission, all ﬁles were
available to them, thus entirely taking over the computer.
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As we can see, attacked victims are various, from country or politics（Stuxnet）to company
with precious intelligence data(RSA) and platform with enormous user community(Zoom).

OVERVIEW

OVERVIEW OF 0-DAY VULNERABILITY
0-day vulnerability is a computer-software vulnerability either unknown to those who should be

interested in its mitigation (including the vendor of the target software) or known and a patch has

not been developed. Thus, protection could be made is as little as none. Once a 0-day vulnerability
is found, hackers will exploit it for malicious attacks and destruction. 0-day vulnerability varies in
diﬀerent complexity and damage. The term "zero-day" originally referred to the number of days
since a new piece of software was released to the public, so "zero-day software" was obtained by

hacking into a developer's computer before release. Eventually the term was applied to the vulnerabilities that allowed this hacking, and to the number of days that the vendor has had to ﬁx them.

Usually, vulnerabilities could be deﬁned according the length of their window, namely 0-day vulnerability with no patches and extremely high success rate of exploit, 1-day vulnerability- vulnerability

discovered 1-3 days ago with distributing patches and high success rate of exploit, N-day vulnerability-published for a long time with lower success rate of exploit. What matters the most for enterprises and public institutes is the prevention of the ﬁrst one. Take internal running XP system or

self-developed business system as an example. They are facing 0-day risk for the lack of technical
support and maintenance.

Generally speaking, 0-day attack could be exploited in forms of polymorphic worm, trojan and
other malwares. The most eﬀective way to bypass detection is polymorphic worm with diﬀerent
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activities, including variously mutating to bypass prevention, scanning for multi vulnerabilities to

conﬁrm potential targets, developing targeted attacks aimed at vulnerable hosts, opening ports on
attacked hosts to connect remote shell, and downloading malicious code from outside for further

spreading. One of the most well-acknowledged cases is EternalBlue, especially WannaCry ransom-

ware cryptoworm, propagated through EternalBlue, an exploit developed by the United States National Security Agency (NSA) for older Windows systems. The large-scale outbreak of ransomware
in 2017 hit the headlines, costing some international companies millions. Today, WannaCry still

aims at enterprises and public institutes. According to The Trend Micro™, detections of WannaCry
are more than all the other ransomware put together.

WannaCry 勒索病毒检测数量
- Source: The Trend Micro™ -
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Figure 4 . Number of WannaCry Detections

The risk of unknown 0-day vulnerability is uncertain. Although our computers are constantly updating patches, there is still unknown risk in the endless and black-hole-like Internet. Maybe, a pair of
eyes are watching our monitors, or stealing important data from our servers, while we are kept in
the dark about it.

By exploiting 0-day vulnerability, attackers can successfully bypass traditional security solutions,
图4 来源：
https://www.trendmicro.com/vinfo/us/security/news/vulnerabilities-and-exploits/putting-the-eternal-in-eternalblue-mapping-the-use-of-the-infamous-exploit
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compromise targets, execute malicious code on breached terminals and ﬁnally gain proﬁts from it.
In general, there are three types of markets for public 0-day exploits.

Black market

Vulnerabilities are exploited for malicious purposes, like stealing conﬁdential data or
acquiring unauthorized access to network.

Legit market

Researchers are willing to report vulnerabilities to providers, and may be paid ﬁnancially for

Grey market

It sells products for national security purpose, including monitoring, technology war and

their eﬀorts.

espionage.

Classic targets of 0-day attack:

Government Institutions

Botted Machines

Large Enterprises and
Organizations

Hardware Including IoT
Facilities and Related
Firmware

Persons with Access to
Valuable Information

(e.g. conﬁdential business data)

Software

(e.g. OS or browsers)

with Large Group of Users
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ATTACK

APPROACHES OF 0-DAY ATTACK

The following eight events are sorted out from the timeline for 0-day attacks:
Introduce
Vulnerability

This event can be thought of as a software with ﬂaws unknown to programmers

Discovered
by Attackers

Attackers analyze objectives with technical approaches to ﬁnd out existing

Vulnerability
Exploit

and security worker going public.

0-day vulnerabilities and the way to bypass current security system.

Attackers exploit 0-day vulnerability to breach certain objectives.

Discovered by
Victims / Providers

Victims or providers realize the vulnerability, but are unable to install or publish

Report
the Vulnerability

Providers or security researchers announce the vulnerability, and the public

Publish
Antivirus
Signature

eﬀective patches.

realize its risk.

When attackers choose to exploit the vulnerability and start their attack with
malware, antivirus providers will respond quickly and identify its signature to

prevent. Such traditional prevention would fail if attackers choose to start their
attack with remote code or execution/injection, leaving victims no ﬁxes but to
shut down their service or network.

Publish Patch

Deploy Patch

Providers eventually publish a patch that of ten takes hours, even days to
distribute, relying on par ticular complexit y and impor tance at tached by
providers.

With patch in hand, it still takes a long time for users to verify and deploy.
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0-day attacks have following major categories:

Malicious
Activity

Watering Hole
Attack

Cross Site
Ccripting

Spear
Phishing

...
Phishing

Vulnerability
Exploit Toolkit

Brute Force
Attack

Malicious Activity

Attackers have a wide range of targets, from government organizations, infrastructure operators to

enterprises and individual researchers, decided by driving forces behind the scene. They even customize
diﬀerent attack capabilities for diﬀerent targets, to realize more stealthy and more destructive purpose.

Watering Hole Attack

Watering hole attack is to implant malicious code based on targets’habits and interests and favored

websites. Once target visits the website, its terminal will be infected. What attackers do is wait for their prey
by the water hole like a lion.
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Cross Site Scripting

Cross site scripting (XSS) is one of the most common vulnerabilities of Web application. Attackers implant
malicious code into a seemingly reliable page, so when users browse this page, implanted code will

automatically execute and attack. Implanted code is often seen in form of JavaScript, along with others.

Attacks based on XSS are mainly exploited to steal sensitive information from users, download malwares, or
attract traﬃc for ads and start Ddos.

Spear Phishing

Attackers send trojan in email attachment to targets, as well as speciﬁc content to induce them to click the
attachment, thus compromising targets’terminals and executing malicious operation.

Phishing

In disguise as organizations or individuals with high credibilit y, attackers send emails with trojan
attachment or links to targets and induce them to click, thus stealing sensitive information.

Vulnerability Exploit Toolkit

Attackers take over a website, and embed malicious code or ads in some pages to steal sensitive
information from users visiting the website.

Brute Force Attack

Hackers forcefully attack a server, system or network, and get information of access authentication of
targeted system, thus stealing data or money.

Above are just part of the aspects 0-day vulnerability involved. For current technological trends, to
ﬁx the lag nature of 0-day vulnerability prevention is still an important prerequisite of the
construction of security system.
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DETECTION

DAMAGES OF 0-DAY VULNERABILITY

Being unpublished, unknown and with no time lag, 0-day vulnerability threatens system or

software with enormous loss of money, business data and social reputation before patched. For

enterprises and public institutes under digital times, the battle with 0-day vulnerability is totally
asymmetric and invisible. What an admin could do is just launch the emergency response to 0-day
attack ASAP to minimize the loss.

Major risks 0-day attacks bring are categorized as follow:

High-frequency
Attacks

Asymmetry between
Attack and Defense

Delay

in Remediation

Cloud-native and

Hybrid Cloud Risk

High-frequency attacks

Landscape of threats is evolving as global IT infrastructures are rapidly expanding in an

environment of mixing production. According to 2017 Application Security Report by Cybersecurity
Ventures, annual software code is increased by 111 billion rows. With such enormous attack

surfaces, security teams and organizations can no longer keep up with the amount and frequency
of threat carriers. It is diﬃcult for SAST alone to cope with regular attacks, so the improvement
should be determining the priority of the mixed solutions of DAST and real-time prevention of
application. Security of DevOps matters as well.

Studies show that, teams who architect and test code everyday have higher speed of vulnerability
remediation than teams who architect and test code 7-8 times annually.
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Asymmetry between attack and defense

There is asymmetry between attackers and defenders. First, defenders (security actors) must try
their best to prevent every potential vulnerability, while attackers only need to ﬁnd out and exploit
on. Fox example, the fuzz testing of a vulnerability requires the minimum expertise of targeted
system; And some vulnerabilities are even available in black markets. Under some circumstances,
attacks are been done based on PoCs shared by hacker groups. Meanwhile, in-depth security

knowledge for prevention of these threats is costly and rare, and bares the risk of being drown by
security warnings. Security organizations based on traditional SOC have been proven to be
low-eﬃcient if without suitable detection and automation tools.

Delay in remediation

From the time security teams discover a 0-day attack, send alerts, run risk analysis and install

patches, the window period of remediation could cost a lot, in terms of budgets, time and risk.

More importantly, remediation could be as destructive as the attack itself, because certain updates
and patches could result in new vulnerabilities. In some cases, time for remediation of a known
vulnerability could be as long as months or even years.

Take a vulnerability in Drupal in 2018 as an example. A highly key vulnerability has been found in

Drupal, a popular open-source CMS, impacting over 1 million websites. Though it takes only hours
or days to ﬁnd a 0-day vulnerability, developers need weeks or months to patch it and update.

Cloud-native and hybrid cloud risk

Traditionally, companies focus on endpoint protection, network partition and periphery protection
which can no longer be applied in cloud-native and hybrid cloud environment. According to

research by ESG, 42% organizations reported attacks in their hybrid and container environment

last year, 28% of which blamed them on 0-day vulnerability. It is highly crucial to ﬁnd new solutions

to protect applications, as companies shift to deploying more local cloud workload to meet clients’
needs.
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TESTING

DETECTION OF 0-DAY VULNERABILITY

To prevent or minimize incidents like compromise of 0-day exploit, security
workers should customize some strategies to detect and discover 0-day
vulnerability. Normally, strategies for detection are as follow:

Detection
based on
Statistics

Detection
based on
Signature

Detection
based on
Activities

Mixed
Detection

Detection based on Statistics

Based on the analysis of a large amount of traﬃc and logs collected, hunt for and track the
indicators of abnormal behaviors in them. Logs are an objective description and the
premise of intention inference of attacks. The more detailed the logs are, the more

accurate the conclusion drawn from analysis and inference is. But the reality is, that more
detailed and accurate statistics will have a worse impact on activities in system. By

analyzing such a large number of logs and data, the remediation of vulnerability will be

put oﬀ. Besides, regular activities will be updated in real-time, so more capabilities will be
provided for log collection instead.
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Detection based on Signature

Before detecting based on signature, there are 3 ways to classify diﬀerent malwares: label
based on content, label based on semantics and label based on vulnerability’s driver.

Like virus scanner, detection based on signature is to compare current signature with

suspicious signature list, and send warning if matching. Unfortunately, this approach can

only identify known threats through signature, and is unable to discover unknown threats
like 0-day vulnerability.

Detection based on Activities

This method is to detect 0-day attacks based on malware’s interaction with targeted

system. Even though anti-virus and other security software are able to exam the code type
of transferred ﬁles, detec tion based on ac tivities can only identif y and record

communication between malware and targeted system, and will send alert when new
related action is executed.

Mixed Detection

This method is to take advantage of the strength of above three methods and avoid their
deﬁciency. Mixed detection usually combines two or three of them to get more accurate
results. Due to its eﬀectiveness, mixed detection is increasingly popular.
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To make sure that business system operates safely and stably, and prevents 0-day vulnerabilities as
many as possible, following steps could be taken:

1

Pay attention to security systems development of life cycle to
guarantee the security of code.

2

Develop vulnerability management and patch program to update

3

Deploy layered security management and access should be given to as

4

Formulate a comprehensive recover and backup plan.

5

software ASAP.

little users as possible.

Keep an eye on the announcement of 0-day vulnerability and install
patch once it’s available.

6

Scan for vulnerabilities to verify the eﬀectiveness of patches.

7

Operate penetration testing to identify vulnerabilities in code or

8

9

10

software.

Build ﬁrewall, execute detection and other security systems to stop or
respond to all kinds of attacks immediately.

Perform input validation and cleaning operation to shut down attack
media attached to input ﬁelds on closed websites and application.

Set up pecuniary reward system to reward researchers discovering
vulnerabilities in software.
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SOLUTION

SOLUTIONS TO 0-DAY VULNERABILITY

Based on hardware virtualization technology, Anxinsec has designed and developed an intelligent
memory protection system, providing following capabilities for 0-day vulnerability prevention:

Detect and stop known attacks
based on ruleset

Agent probe of

memory protection system

DB Servers
Application Servers

Known attacks
Access by users

Advanced attacks
Advanced attacks can exploit vulnera-

By monitoring program activities and

thus realizing their attack to business

memory in application level.

bilities to change or bypass ruleset,
severs or database servers.

memory operation in real-time, protect

Server management center of
memory protection system

Figure 5 . Memory Protection System
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I

By monitoring reading, writing and execution activities in memory with ﬁne-grained, we can
detect abnormal behaviors in memory like heap spray, stack overﬂow and data coverage in
memor y, and prevent vulnerabilities combining with interception module. Take Netlogon

vulnerability of privilege elevation in MicroSoft as an example. Memory protection system by
Anxinsec detect all data packets ﬂowing to host in memor y, and intercept the ﬂowing once

malformed packet exploited by Netlogon vulnerability is detected. By this means, our product can
prevent core business from disturbance even when clients are unable to update the patch.

II

When 0-day vulnerability is accessing to memory data, it usually bypasses traditional security

system by tampering memory. Our intelligent memory protection system is capable of correlation
analysis of context combining with operating activities, monitoring frequently reading, linking,
tampering activities in memory data related to business by application, and making sure that

clients’core business applications only run as expected and run based on legal execution/control
ﬂow. During execution, any abnormal behaviors indicate potential attacks. Our memor y

protection system can stop vulnerability exploits within microseconds, and detect and intercept
unknown threats like: ﬁleless attack, remote thread injection, mining attack, process booting,
process hiding and port hiding, sparing attention to and dependence on patch availability.

III

Memor y protection system by Anxinsec enact s multi- dimensional prevention based on

application-layer, system-layer and hardware-layer. It monitors process and command of

application in memory, and identiﬁes more application activities and visualizes them to make
data in memor y easier to observe and manage. Our product also collects all information of

security states in terminals, including malicious command in memory, code of malicious activity,
vulnerabilit y exploit and all sof tware and hardware information of terminals. Collected

information will be stored in monitoring center in servers, so admins get the whole picture of

security states and hardware information of all terminals, as well as software installation and
operation, thus auditing and managing more conveniently.
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SUMMARY
SUMMARY

The emerging of cloud-computing, big data and AI and other technologies, makes it harder and

harder for traditional security detection and prevention tools based on signature or ruleset to cope
with new complex 0-day vulnerabilities. We need to seize the initiative when preventing 0-day

attacks. Memory protection system by Anxinsec enacts multi-dimensional prevention based on
application-layer, system-layer and hardware-layer, with strong capabilities of monitoring and

interception of advanced threats in multi-dimension and great reliability and stability. We provide
eﬃcient access to business and comprehensive prevention of threats to keep the best security

state while business operating. It is not hard to tell that, memory protection is not only the last fort
of prevention, but the unique kill for advanced threats.
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COMPANY BRIEFING
COMPANY BRIEFING

Anxinsec (Beijing) Technology Co., Ltd. is a security solution and service provider who devotes to

new technology and innovations in cybersecurity industry. The founders and core technical team
of Anxinsec have started their endeavors in cybersecurity since 2005. Anxinsec as a startup has
been recognized as a highly potential company.

As the major innovation of Anxinsec, the leading intelligent memory protection technology in the
world helps customers detect newly emerged attacks precisely, such as ﬁleless attack, 0day

vulnerability exploits etc., to prevent core business systems from interruption or data breach.

Besides the memory protection product, Anxinsec also provides professional security services,
with which we can help our customers in ensuring their business continuity and data security.

As of today, Anxinsec has been providing security solution and services to G42, Huawei Cloud,

Google, Baidu, China Customs, CEC, Kingsoft, JD.COM and many other remarkable companies in
the world.

Oﬃcial Website：

www.anxinsec.com/en

E-mail Address：

marketing@anxinsec.com

Telephone：

+971563839808

+971566249916

